11 Top Tips For Protecting & Predator-Proofing Chickens

If it has ever happened to you, you'll know exactly what I mean when I say it is totally devastating to get up in the morning to find a predator has somehow gotten into your chickens and ripped apart several of them during the night. It is really quite a horrible thing to find and very distressing for the chickens. Thankfully it only ever happened to us once, many, many years back...

If we keep animals like chickens, we have a responsibility to care and protect for them. Many of us start with good intentions, but over the years the coop and fencing starts to deteriorate and we let it slide for a while, but that's not really ok as we are not protecting our birds from predators. If your coop needs DIY work to improve/repair it, or if you are just thinking about getting some chicken and building a chicken coop, I highly recommend you check out the post below first.
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